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Presenter – Stanley Beckett
The ChangeCreator® Formula is the brainchild of Stanley Beckett, cofounder of ChangeCreator® SA, and is the result of more than ten years
of intensive study in the personal- and business development field. More
than two decades of searching led Stanley to discover his true passion
and indeed, power, of understanding and helping shape the human
thinking process. It is his unique blend of education in the fields of
Astrophysics, IT and Advanced Personal and Business Coaching that has
led to the birth of this completely unique, first-of-its-kind program.
The secret has been out for years that one’s thinking plays a major role in
the decisions you make and, ultimately, your destiny, but up to now no
one has been able to uncover the deep secret of what causes thoughts.
With his mind-blowing program, The ChangeCreator® Formula, Stanley will help you discover the very
root of your own thinking patterns and even teach you how to “re-program” your thinking on a
subconscious level - for true change takes place in the deepest recesses of your mind... That place very
few of us are able to access without a bit of help (because we aren’t taught this neat little trick in
childhood!)
Stanley is also the co-owner and CEO of OMG – Online Mind Graphs, and co-owner of ChangeCreator®
SA. He is the first LifeSuccess and Thinking Into Results facilitator in Africa, and studied personally with
mentors such as Bob Proctor, T Harv Ecker, Les Brown, and Gerry Robert, to name a few. Stanley is also
the creator of world class programs such as “Thinking Into Sales”, “Advanced Thinking”, “The Art of
Reading Body Language”, and “The Law of Compensation”. He is the creator of the world’s first “Sales
Ontology” training program, where he trains indiduals in the sales field to become Ontologists.
Furthermore, Stanley is the author of “Liftoff: The secret keys to launching your goals” and the soon to
be published books, “The ChangeCreator formula”, and “The ChangeCreator formula for
business”. “Liftoff” is the ultimate guide for individuals and companies who want to understand not only
how to set worthwhile goals, but more importantly, how to go about achieving them. This book goes
deeper into the mindset of a goal achiever than any book has ever gone before, and is an easy to follow
guide which will help lift any individual or company to a new level in life.
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Stanley can be regularly heard on the most popular Talk Radio show - 702, where he is a featured
“Change Guru” on The Aubrey Masango Show. Together, Stanley and Aubrey have created the world
class “ChangeCreator® Formula Program". This program is accompanied by the following change
programs:






ChangeCreator® for Business
ChangeCreator® for Finance
ChangeCreator® for Relationships
ChangeCreator® for Health
ChangeCreator® for Teens
In 2016 Stanley became a member of the worldwide Creative Thinking Association, and regularly does
talks around this subject. He is also the creator of the “Creative Thinking Into The Future” workshops.
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